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 Tetracam Micro-MCA - Frequently Asked Questions  
�
 
Q: What are the major differences between the mmmm�MCA and earlier Mini-MCA systems?  
 
A: The mmmm�MCA systems are about 20% lighter than the earlier Mini-MCA systems.  The mmmm�MCA6 
weighs 580 grams.  The Mini-MCA6 weighs 700 grams.  Each mmmm�MCA camera stores its images 
on a 16 GB micro SD image memory rather than a 2 GB compact flash memory card.  So, each 
mmmm�MCA camera can store about eight times as many images as a Mini-MCA camera.   
 
Both mmmm�MCA and Mini-MCA systems unload images from their cameras to a computer via a USB 
interface.  Mini-MCA systems have USB 1.1 interfaces.  mmmm�MCA systems have USB 2.0 
interfaces.  The mmmm�MCA systems are able to transfer images out of their cameras ten to forty times 
faster than the Mini-MCA systems.   
 

Two new system accessories have been designed specifically for 
use with the new mmmm�MCA systems.  A Six Pack micro SD Memory 
Reader enables users to quickly physically transfer 16 GB micro 
SD image memories from mmmm�MCA systems over to the Six Pack.  
That way, a new aerial mission need not be delayed while images 
are transferred from the cameras into a computer for processing. 

 
Both the Mini-MCA and mmmm�MCA systems offered users the ability to obtain accurate reflectance 
values using Incident Light Sensors.  Incident Light Sensors allow the systems to compare down-
welling incident light with upwelling reflected light for each monitored wavelength. The 
comparison of the two values enables the system’s software to calculate precise reflectance 
values as the ratio of the upwelling reflected radiation over the down-welling source radiation.  
 
Mini-MCA systems contained up-looking filters in an ILS plate connected to 
one of the camera sensors in the Mini-MCA by means of a fiber-optic 
cable.  When an ILS was connected to a Mini-MCA, users would have to 
give up one of the system’s camera to use the ILS feature. 
 

Incident light sensing for the mmmm�MCA is accomplished by attaching a using a 
single uplooking Micro-MCA camera sensor with 8 mm filters encased in a 
translucent dome passing down-welling incident light.  Filters matching the 
down-looking filters in the mmmm�MCA pass source radiation to the ADC Micro 
camera’s sensor.  That camera outputs digital values proportional to incident 
light levels for each contained filter out of its serial interface and over to the 
serial input to the mmmm�MCA. Each time an image is captured and saved by the mmmm�
MCA, the electronic ILS levels sent to the mmmm�MCA are also stored.   These may 

later be retrieved by system software for comparison with the radiation captured at each pixel 
location of the image.    
 
Q: What is the difference between the Micro-Multi-Camera Array � mmmm�MCA��and Micro-Multi-
Camera Array Snap��mmmm�MCA Snap�� imaging systems? 
 
A: The difference between the�mmmm�MCA and�mmmm�MCA�Snap systems is the type of sensors these 
systems employ.��The mmmm�MCA cameras contain rolling shutter type sensors.  A camera with this 
type of sensor scans each image top to bottom rather than exposing the entire image at the same 
instant in time.  This “rolling-shutter” technique minimizes dark current leakage that might 
otherwise build up a charge iat each photo-site on the sensor prior to the intended time for pixel 



exposure to incoming radiation.  Rolling shutter type sensors maximize the spectral accuracy that 
a multi-spectral imaging camera is able to attain.���
�
mmmm�MCA Snap system sensors expose the entire image at the same instant in time. This allows 
images to be captured free of motion blur and other distortions. Practically, this means that 
pictures can be taken at lower altitudes and/or higher speeds than those captured by�mmmm�MCA 
systems. 
 
The mmmm�MCA and mmmm�MCA Snap systems can save images in a variety of native image file formats 
that are selectable via the system menu.   Both systems can save images in 10-Bit RAW file 
format, 8-Bit RAW file format or DCM file format. 
 
The 10-Bit RAW file format provides the highest rate of capture, at about one picture per second. 
The speed depends in part on the features of the micro SD card. For users who want to use less 
storage, the 8 bit RAW format is the next fastest. 
 
The RAW files are quite large – 6 megabytes for the10 bit-format and 3 megabytes for the 8-bit 
format. Compression (DCM format) cuts the size of the files in half, but takes longer to capture. 
Besides the smaller file size, another advantage of the DCM format is that the files contain 
previews that speed up the image access speed using PW2.  
 
mmmm�MCA Snap system users can choose to save files in two additional native formats, 10-Bit or 8-
Bit .RWS formats.  These enhance image quality and lower the noise present in Micro-MCA Snap 
images.  Due to the additional processing that occurs, saving images in .RWS formats extend the 
required interval between successive exposures.  Once processed, all native image file formats 
may be translated via PixelWrench2 into other common image file types such as BMP, JPEG, 
TIFF, PNG, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 


